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Outdoor Exercise Tricycle “TREXIMO” 

REMOVING INDOOR FITNESS TO OUTDOOR EXERCISE TO CREATE 

AN OPEN MIND AND VIEW.  

 
Set-less bike propelled by walking or running on pedals, 

smooth to drive, speed up to 15 kph. Walking side-to-

side as your feet with together or respective push the 

footing pedals.  

The all models with two-speed drive-lever. One is high 

power lever for driving and another one is low power lever 

for slope way and parking lever.Controlled by a 

handlebar-mounted shifter lever.  

 

Folding bike adjustable for height and frame.  

 

The standing position is surely better for your posture 

than a normal-seated bike for health. 

 

Outdoor Exercise Bike "TREXIMO" Specification 

Commodity Specifications 

Unfolded Overall Dimension (L×W×H) 108 x 62 x 112cm 

Folded Overall Dimension (L×W×H) 108 x 64 x 62cm 

Weight 23 kg / 50.70 Lbs 

Front Tire Size 12 1/2 × 2 1/4 

Rear Tire Size 12 1/2 × 2 1/4 x 2ea 

Movement Stepper and Gear type 

Rear Brake and Parking Brake Disk Brake 

Pneumatic tire pressure 40 psi x 3Tires 

Frame, Handle, Handle Bar, wheel, Pedal 100% Aluminum 

Gear Box 100% Molded Aluminum 

 

Gearshift 

Low Power(L)/Neutral(N)/High(H) 

Three ways 
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“TREXIMO-1” 

Owner’s Manual 

Preface Folded TREXIMO 

  

Congratulations on choosing this EZ-Bike. 

Before riding，please read this manual carefully. Because it make 

your riding be very interesting. 
 

 

Warning for safety TREXIMO 

 

Your safety, and the safety of the others, is very important. And 

operating this TREXIMO safely is an important responsibility. 

 

To help you make informed decisions about safety, we have 

provided operating procedures and other information on labels and 

in this manual. This information alerts you to potential. 

 

Of course, it is not practical or possible to warn abort all hazards 

associated with operating or maintaining a bike. You must use 

your own good judgment. 

Contents TREXIMO 

 

◆ Component Locations    。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。    1 

 

◆ Operating Procedures    。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。    3 

 

◆ Maintenance Usually     。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。    5 

 

◆ Solving Problems        。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。。    6 
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Component Locations TREXIMO 

     

1、Wheel assy., Fr. 

      

2、L. wheel assy., Rr. 

      

3、Disc, Rr. Brake 

      

4、Brake comp., Rr. 

     

5、R. wheel assy., Rr. 

  

6、Frame comp., Body 

 

Component Locations TREXIMO 

 

1. Pedal comp., R. 

 

    2、Fork, Fr. 

     

3、stem comp  

     

4、Cable, Clutch 

    

5、Cable, Brake 

     

6、Lever Assy., Rr. Brake 

     

7、Handlebar 

     

8、Transmission comp. 

     

9、Pedal comp., L. 

 

10、Footrest 

 

 

 

 

 

1

认识车子 EZ-Bi ke

    1、右脚踏组件

    2、前叉

    3、立管组件

    4、离合线

    5、刹车线

    6、左闸把

    7、方向把

    8、调速器组件

    9、左脚踏组件

    10、脚踏板

2
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Operating Procedures TREXIMO 

 

 

一、 Riding procedures 

 

1、Stand straightly behind the bike; Make 

both hands grasp handlebar, as the time, 

make left hand grasp rr. brake lever 

comp., make right hand adjust the 

transmission comp. to symbol 'N'. 

2、Make left foot on the footrest. 

     

3、stand straightly left leg, make right foot 

to rr. pedal comp.. 

     

4、Make gravity of body move to right 

foot, and stand on the l. pedal comp. by 

right foot; Move left foot to left pedal. 

     

5、Make right hand adjust the 

transmission comp. to symbol 'L' for low 

speed. Move right foot up to 230 mm. By 

force of the right pedal spring, the right 

pedal moves up with foot. 

     

6、Make gravity of body to right foot, and 

then the bike is moving now. 

     

7、Move left foot up when right foot down 

to foot stand; Move right foot up when left 

foot down to foot stand; As the time, the 

bike will move by some speed。 

     

8、As the bike moving, stop foot, and 

then you can adjust the transmission 

comp. to symbol 'H' for high speed. As 

the bike stopping or foot moving, do not 

change the transmission comp. 

 

9、As the transmission comp. at symbol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 A        B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 C          D 
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Operating Procedures TREXIMO 

    

二、 Unpacking and assembling procedures 

    1、Put package of the bike on worktable.     

2、Cut away straps and open the package.     

3、Take out the parts; Move away package and pocket.          

4、Make the bottom of front stem insert the stem of front fork.  

Tighten the bolt inside the front stem with inside-hexagonal  

spanner 6 mm. 

Maintenance Usually TREXIMO 

 

一、 Adjusting the brake    

 

 1、Adjust the nut a. Make sure the rear brake disc is in the middle of brake 

caliper.     

 

2、Adjust the nut b. Make sure the brake lever can move from 15 mm to  

30 mm when it being grasped. 

 

3、Adjust the nut c. Make sure the transmission comp. Move freely from  

1 mm to 4 mm. 

 

 

  

Solving Problems TREXIMO 

         

一、Question：The lever of transmission comp. move automatically 

from symbol 'H' to symbol 'N'. 

        Solving method：Adjusting the screw in transmission comp. with 

phillips screwdriver. 

     

  
Solving Problems                         TREXIMO   

         

Question：The lever of transmission comp. move automatically from symbol 

'H' to symbol 'N'. 

 

Solving method：Adjusting the screw in transmission comp. with phillips 

screwdriver. 

     


